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KEY=ARAMINTA - JANELLE TATE
ARAMINTA SPOOKIE 1: MY HAUNTED HOUSE
Harper Collins Meet Araminta, the star of a delightfully "spookie" chapter book series from Angie Sage, author of the
bestselling Septimus Heap series! Araminta Spookie lives in a wonderful old haunted house, but her crabby aunt Tabby
wants to move. Aunt Tabby is determined to sell their house—Araminta has to stop her! With the help of a haunted suit
of armor named Sir Horace, a ghost named Edmund, and a lot of imagination, Araminta hatches a plot for an Awful
Ambush that is so ghoulish, it just might work!

ARAMINTA SPOOKIE 5: GHOSTSITTERS
Harper Collins When Araminta’s almost-grown-up cousin comes to babysit she brings two naughty ghosts with
her—another fun, kooky adventure in the Araminta Spookie series from Angie Sage, author of the New York Times
bestselling Septimus Heap series. If you’re looking for chapter books for kids ages 6-10, this series is a great choice.
Aunt Tabby and Uncle Drac are heading oﬀ to Transylvania on Araminta's birthday—without Araminta. To make matters
worse, Araminta will have a babysitter. When that sitter turns out to be Araminta's supercool cousin, Mathilda, things
start to look up—except Mathilda shows up with two rowdy ghosts who destroy the house and ignore all the rules. Can
Araminta come up with a Plan to get rid of these two bad ghosts once and for all?

FROGNAPPED
Bloomsbury Publishing The third book in a witty, spooky, younger series from the author of internationally bestselling
Magyk, with a brilliantly feisty central character.

ARAMINTA SPOOKIE 4: VAMPIRE BRAT
Harper Collins Uncle Drac’s creepy vampire nephew comes to visit and Araminta wants him gone—another funny, weird
adventure in the Araminta Spookie series from Angie Sage, author of the New York Times bestselling Septimus Heap
series. This fun and spooky chapter book series is perfect for growing readers in ﬁrst or second grade. What's lurking
in the basement? Araminta thinks something horrible is hiding in the deep, hidden passages of Spookie House—could it
be a werewolf? Then Max, Uncle Drac's creepy nephew, arrives and Araminta is sure he's up to no good. Araminta
comes up with a plan to ﬁgure out what Max is up to—and also to capture the werewolf. But will it work?

QUESTE
SEPTIMUS HEAP BOOK 4
Bloomsbury Publishing Enter the world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magyk is his destiny. Septimus faces a
perilous quest to ﬁnd Nicko and Snorri, who have been trapped back in time. Everyone at the Castle is realising that
Nicko and Snorri's chances of coming back are slim. Septimus, aided by Alchemist Marcellus Pye, learns of a place
where all time meets: the House of Foryx. But how does he get there? Jenna and Septimus ﬁnd Nicko's notes from the
past and discover that he knows of the House of Foryx as well and has been creating a map to plot the house's hidden
location. With the help of the Questing Stone and Nicko's faded maps, will Septimus be able to save Nicko and Snorri?
Meanwhile, Simon Heap has taken on Merrin Meredith, former apprentice to DomDaniel, as his own apprentice, giving
Merrin an opportunity he has been waiting years for. With the help of a frightening creature called a Thing, Merrin
plans to reclaim the identity he used to have . . . that of Septimus Heap.

SKELETON ISLAND
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Araminta and her best friend Wanda are going on a school trip to Skeleton Island, a place
rumored to be the site of a scary ghost shipwreck. And when the pair is stranded overnight, they discover that there
might be more truth to the island's name than they would have preferred. Now some terrifying pirate skeletons are on
the loose, and they want to take the girls down to Davy Jones's locker with them! Will Araminta, Wanda, and an
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unexpected friend be able to thwart the ghostly crew, avoid a watery fate, and maybe ﬁnd some lost treasure to boot?
Told with her trademark wit and a dash of scary fun, along with black and white illustrations throughout, Angie Sage's
latest tale is perfect for fans of Pseudonymous Bosch and Jacqueline West.

PHYSIK
SEPTIMUS HEAP BOOK 3 (REJACKETED)
A&C Black The Magykal bestselling series relaunched with a fabulous new jacket design across the series. Enter the
world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magyk is his destiny.

PARCHED
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt A lyrical middle-grade debut novel traces the shared survival story of three individuals from
three diﬀerent perspectives: that of a boy, a girl and a dog, all struggling to survive in a land without water. 20,000
ﬁrst printing.

SYREN
SEPTIMUS HEAP BOOK 5 (REJACKETED)
A&C Black Enter the world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magyk is his destiny. In the ﬁfth book of this Magykal
series, Septimus and his friends ﬁnd themselves on an island whose secrets are as dark and dangerous as its
inhabitants. Septimus Heap returns to the House of Foryx with Spit Fyre to pick up Jenna, Nicko, Snorri, and Beetle.
But the journey home does not go well and when Septimus and his friends are caught in a storm, Spit Fyre crashes into
the Rokk Lighthouse. They are rescued by the lighthouse keeper who is disturbingly sinister, and who has an equally
sinister cat . . . And all the while, Septimus is trying to ﬁght the strange pull he's feeling to the island and its
mysterious secrets.

ARAMINTA SPOOKIE 1: MY HAUNTED HOUSE
Katherine Tegen Books Araminta enlists the help of several ghosts in an attempt to stop her Aunt Tabby from selling
Spook House.

FLYTE
When Princess Jenna is pursued by a dark wizard, it is the apprentice, Septimus Heap, who must save her while
enduring such terrors as a night in the Forest with hungry wolverines and carnivorous trees. Reprint. 200,000 ﬁrst
printing.

FYRE: SEPTIMUS HEAP
A&C Black In this spellbinding ﬁnale to an epic series, Septimus Heap must decide once and for all where his heart lies with Magyk or with Alchemie and Physik. When, at last, Marcia agrees to allow the recently reinstated Castle
Alchemist, Marcellus Pye, to open the Great Chamber of Alchemie and Physik, she fears she is unleashing more than
she understands. But Marcia must learn to trust Marcellus, and together they must rid the Castle of the evil Two-Faced
Ring. Caught between the two, will Septimus be able to bring both sides together?

GARGOYLE HALL: AN ARAMINTA SPOOKIE ADVENTURE
Bloomsbury Publishing USA When strange moans and clanks echo down the halls of her boarding school, junior detective
Araminta is determined to solve the mystery.

WAYSIDE SCHOOL IS FALLING DOWN
Bloomsbury Publishing Welcome back to a new year at Wayside School – where things are as strange and eccentric as
ever. There are twenty-nine kids in Mrs Jewls's class on the thirtieth ﬂoor, and this book is about all of them: there is
Todd, who is in trouble every day, until he gets a magic dog; Paul, whose life is saved by Leslie's pigtails; Ron, who
dares to try the cafeteria's mushroom surprise; and all the others who help turn each day at Wayside School into one
madcap adventure after another. From top to bottom, Wayside is packed with quirky and hilarious characters who are
all brought to life in this new edition with delightful illustrations by Aleksei Bitskoﬀ. Part of Louis Sachar's much-loved
Wayside School series, this is an unmissable, irrepressible story of mixed-up mayhem from the bestselling author of
Holes.

MAGYK
SEPTIMUS HEAP BOOK 1 (REJACKETED)
A&C Black Enter the world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magyk is his destiny. A powerful necromancer plans to
seize control of all things Magykal. He has killed the Queen and locked up the Extraordinary Wizard. Now with Darke
Magyk he will create a world ﬁlled with Darke creatures. But the Necromancer made one mistake. A vital detail he has
overlooked means there is a boy who can stop him - the only problem is, the boy doesn't know it yet. For the Heap
family, life as they know is about to change, and the most fantastically fast-paced adventure of confused identities,
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magyk and mayhem, begin.

BALANCE KEEPERS, BOOK 2: THE PILLARS OF PONDERAY
HarperCollins This second book in the Balance Keepers series, by #1 New York Times bestselling author Lindsay
Cummings, explodes with just as much magic, mystery, friendship, and humor as the ﬁrst one. Fans of books like
Brandon Mull’s The Candy Shop War or the Unwanteds series by Lisa McMann will love the action and imagination in
this epic fantasy-adventure series. With both boy and girl main characters, creatures like Hammerﬁn sharks to battle,
a traitor to expose, and a boarding school that could be described as Hogwarts Underground, there’s something for
every reader to enjoy in this series reminiscent of the classic Journey to the Center of the Earth. An anti-bullying theme
also makes this great for in-classroom reading. In The Pillars of Ponderay, Balance Keepers Albert, Birdie, and Leroy
enter the underground watery Realm of Ponderay along with their archrival, Hoyt, in an attempt to reset the Balance
of the Realm. If they don’t succeed in time, all of California above could be consumed by tsunamis and hurricanes.

WAYSIDE SCHOOL GETS A LITTLE STRANGER
Bloomsbury Publishing When a substitute teacher is called to stand in for Mrs Jewls, it can mean only one thing – strange
things are going to happen at Wayside School. Miss Mush has prepared a special lunch of baked liver in purple sauce
and it is pet day on the thirtieth ﬂoor. There are dogs and cats and frogs and skunks and an orange named Fido,
causing a terrible commotion. Not to mention the arrival of the POOPS handbook in the playground ... Enjoy all the fun
in this enormously humorous and quirky introduction to Louis Sachar's famously dry wit. From top to bottom, Wayside
is packed with quirky and hilarious characters who are all brought to life in this new edition with delightful illustrations
by Aleksei Bitskoﬀ. This is an unmissable, irrepressible story of mixed-up mayhem from Louis Sachar, the bestselling
author of Holes.

OUTBREAK
A&C Black Miriam doesn't understand why her mum is buying more food than they need, and storing it away. Or why her
parents have given her the nickname, Mandy. Her friend Pam says it's because war is coming. And, if the Nazis invade,
it will be dangerous for her to have a Jewish name. But that's not going to happen, is it? Outbreak is a historical story
set at the start of World War II.

ARAMINTA SPOOK: MY HAUNTED HOUSE
A&C Black A girl and her ghosts! First book in a funny, spooky series by bestselling author of Septimus Heap - now in
paperback for the ﬁrst time!

BOOOO!
Phoenix International Publications, Inc. It's time for Halloween! Search for hidden surprises in 7 spooky spreads while
spending time with mummies, monsters, and more! Look at the end of the book for even more Seek and Find
challenges.

DADDY'S LITTLE ANGEL
Penguin “Mom always said my dad is the devil. I never knew she meant it literally!” All Angel’s father (a.k.a. the Devil)
wants is to be a part of her life. And in return he has the power to give her anything she wants—including popularity
and a date with her long-time crush, Cole Daniels. But Angel will only accept him on her terms: get out of the devil
business and leave his special powers out of the equation. Is Angel condemning herself to an eternity of lunch at the
losers’ table? Or can she and Daddy Dearest strike some kind of deal? Download quiz scoring key

ARAMINTA SPOOK: VAMPIRE BRAT
A&C Black Fabulously feisty Araminta has a Spooky werewolf adventure in Book 4 of this very funny series by the No.1
bestselling author of Septimus Heap. Now available in paperback for the ﬁrst time.

WAIT TILL HELEN COMES
A GHOST STORY
HarperCollins Twelve-year-old Molly and her ten-year-old brother, Michael, have never liked their seven-year-old
stepsister, Heather. Ever since their parents got married, she's made Molly and Michael's life miserable. Now their
parents have moved them all to the country to live in a house that used to be a church, with a cemetery in the
backyard. If that's not bad enough, Heather starts talking to a ghost named Helen and warning Molly and Michael that
Helen is coming for them. Molly feels certain Heather is in some kind of danger, but every time she tries to help,
Heather twists things around to get her into trouble. It seems as if things can't get any worse. But they do—when
Helen comes.

ENCHANTER'S CHILD, BOOK TWO: MIDNIGHT TRAIN
HarperCollins In the second magical volume of the Enchanter’s Child duology, the bestselling author of the Septimus
Heap series, Angie Sage, crafts a stunning ﬁnale ﬁlled with humor, drama, and nonstop action, just right for fantasy-
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adventure lovers. In the ﬁrst book of the Enchanter’s Child duology, Alex discovered the truth: Not only does she
possess magical powers but her father is Hagos RavenStarr, who was once the king’s Enchanter. Alex is pursued by the
ﬁendish Twilight Hauntings, monstrous Enchantments created because a prophecy foretold the king’s death at the
hands of an Enchanter’s Child. The Twilight Hauntings are designed to rid the land of all Enchanters and their children,
but Alex has other ideas. Why should she be forced to leave the place where she belongs? So now Alex is on a mission
to destroy the Twilight Hauntings. And to do so she must ﬁnd the very thing that created them—a magical talisman
called the Tau. But where is it? In her search for the Tau, Alex enlists the reluctant help of her father and a strange
assortment of people along the way. As she travels, Alex hones her magical skills and learns that even family and
friends can surprise her. Praise for the ﬁrst book in the Enchanter’s Child duology, Twilight Hauntings: "Intricate
worldbuilding, richly evocative settings, nuanced characters, deftly woven plotting, and wry humor. An unmitigated
delight." —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) "Fans of fantasy and adventure will snap this up and eagerly await the
sequel." —School Library Journal (starred review) "Sage deftly crafts an endearing and familiar fantasy story, expertly
characterizing distinct, extreme personalities. Fantasy fans will highly anticipate the next steps in Alex’s journey in the
projected sequel of the Enchanter’s Child duology." —Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books

JENNY GREENTEETH
A&C Black A girl becomes obsessed with the local legend of water monster Jenny Greenteeth - but is it all in her mind?

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BAD KITTY
Roaring Brook Press It's Bad Kitty's birthday, and you're invited! Bad Kitty's second illustrated novel is packed with
deadpan humor, rich tidbits of cat information -- and even some suspense! Who took Kitty's presents? Why are Kitty's
friends so bizzare? Readers will laugh out loud at Kitty's feline mood swings, and they'll be touched by the
heartwarming visit from a surprise guest.

AKIMBO AND THE SNAKES
A&C Black A thrilling story of Africa, snakes and a dangerous mission, from the bestselling author of the No 1 Ladies'
Detective Agency series. Akimbo always looks forward to Uncle Peter's visits, because Uncle Peter has a very exciting
job: he runs a snake park!

LITTLE OLD MRS PEPPERPOT
Random House Whoever heard of an old woman becoming queen of the crows? Or riding through the snow on the back
of a cat? Or tricking a mouse into cleaning her house? Well, with the amazing Mrs Pepperpot, anything can happen and usually does - especially when she can shrink to a few inches high without a moment's notice! But being so small
can have its advantages, especially when it means you can also talk to the animals . . . These classic stories about the
much-loved Mrs Pepperpot hold a timeless magic for young children everywhere.

THE MANNY FILES
Simon and Schuster Manny /ma·ne/ n A male nanny or babysitter, known to be handsome, fabulous, and a lover of
eighties music "Be interesting." That's what the manny tells Keats Dalinger the ﬁrst time he packs Keats's school
lunch, but for Keats that's not always the easiest thing to do. Even though he's the only boy at home, it always feels
like no one ever remembers him. His sisters are everywhere! Lulu is the smart one, India is the creative one, and Belly
. . . well, Belly is the naked one. And the baby. School isn't much better. There, he's the shortest kid in the entire class.
But now the manny is the Dalinger's new babysitter, and things are starting to look up. It seems as though the manny
always knows the right thing to do. Not everyone likes the manny as much as Keats does, however. Lulu ﬁnds the
manny embarrassing, and she's started to make a list of all the crazy things that he does, such as serenading the kids
with "La Cucaracha" from the front yard or wearing underwear on his head or meeting the school bus with Belly,
dressed as limo drivers. Keats is worried. What if Lulu's "Manny Files" makes his parents ﬁre the manny? Who will
teach him how to be interesting then?

SEPTIMUS HEAP COMPLETE COLLECTION
BOOKS ONE THROUGH SEVEN PLUS THE MAGYKAL PAPERS AND THE DARKE TOAD
Harper Collins Fantasy adventure at its best! This collection contains all seven books in Angie Sage's internationally
bestselling Septimus Heap series. Readers will love the enchanting and humorous adventures of a wizard apprentice
and his quest to become an ExtraOrdinary Wizard. New York Times Bestselling Series “Readers will be indubitably
hooked—worrying, laughing, and gasping over the nonstop adventures of this engaging troupe.” —VOYA (Starred
Review) The series follows the adventures of Septimus Heap, who, as a seventh son of a seventh son, has magical
powers. After he becomes the apprentice of the ExtraOrdinary Wizard, Marcia Overstrand, he starts his studies for
seven years and a day to become an Ordinary Wizard (or maybe an ExtraOrdinary?). His adventures take place in a
ﬁctional world full of secrets and mysteries, a world where rats are messengers and can speak, a world where spells
are common and where the dark forces are trying to penetrate. In addition to Magyk, Flyte, Physik, Queste, Syren,
Darke, and Fyre are The Magykal Papers, a wonderful full-color compendium of extras such as maps, guides, and
journals, and The Darke Toad, a 96-page novella packed with the action, humor, and magic.
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SEPTIMUS HEAP: THE MAGYKAL PAPERS
Harper Collins Fans of Angie Sage's internationally bestselling Septimus Heap series will be delighted with this
wonderful full-color compilation of extras such as maps, guides, and journals! New York Times Bestselling Series “A
fresh take on the world of magic.”—Child magazine This rich compendium of previously unpublished papers includes:
The private journals of Septimus, Jenna, and Marcia Overstrand. The best—and worst—places to eat as described in The
Egg-on-Toast Restaurant Guide. Sirius Weazal's Speedy Guides to the Palace, the Wizard Tower, and Wizard Way.
Excerpts from the Pigeon Post Biography series and the Heaps of History series. Alther Mella's Guide to Being Dead:
Ten Handy Rules for New Ghosts. Beautiful maps, quirky ﬂyers, funny letters, and much more!

SKARY CHILDRIN AND THE CAROUSEL OF SORROW
Knopf Books for Young Readers Twelve years ago, for 12 days straight, the town of Widowsbury suﬀered a terrible storm,
which tore open a gate through which escaped all sorts of foul, rotten things. Strange things and strange people were
no longer welcomed in Widowsbury, for one could never be sure of what secrets waited under the surface . . . Adelaide
Foss, Maggie Borland, and Beatrice Alfred are known by their classmates at Widowsbury's Madame Gertrude's School
for Girls as "scary children." Unfairly targeted because of their peculiarities—Adelaide has an uncanny resemblance to
a werewolf, Maggie is abnormally strong, and Beatrice claims to be able to see ghosts—the girls spend a good deal of
time isolated in the school's inhospitable library facing detention. But when a number of people mysteriously begin to
disappear in Widowsbury, the girls work together, along with Steﬀen Weller, son of the cook at Rudyard School for
Boys, to ﬁnd out who is behind the abductions. Will they be able to save Widowsbury from a 12-year-old curse?

ENCHANTER'S CHILD, BOOK ONE: TWILIGHT HAUNTINGS
HarperCollins Angie Sage, New York Times bestselling author of the Septimus Heap series, crafts a fantasy world where
enchantment is illegal, Oracles knit octopuses, wizards run around in soggy underpants, and one girl is on a mission to
save Enchantment and Enchanters, which might just save the kingdom. Alex has a set of Enchanted cards. When she
ﬂutters her ﬁngers above them, something magical happens: the cards come alive and create moving pictures of what
is now and what is yet to come. But Enchantment is illegal in the city of Luma, and those who practice it are
imprisoned forever in the Vaults—dark dungeons deep below the city. When Alex is betrayed by her foster sister Zerra,
she knows she is in great danger. With the help of her little foster brother, Louie, she makes a daring escape. But Alex
discovers she is not safe outside Luma either. Here lurk deadly Hauntings that seek out those who practice magic:
Enchanters and their children. The Hauntings take many forms and Alex is hunted by a giant bird of prey, the Hawke, a
murderous Night Wraith called the Grey Walker, and the eerie Xin. But why do the Hauntings haunt Alex? Alex doesn’t
believe she’s an Enchanter’s Child, but she has no idea who her parents are. Her precious Enchanted cards are her only
clue to her true identity, and she becomes determined to ﬁnd out who she is. And, while she is at it, to get rid of the
deadly Twilight Hauntings forever. Praise for Angie Sage's Twilight Hauntings: "Intricate worldbuilding, richly
evocative settings, nuanced characters, deftly woven plotting, and wry humor. An unmitigated delight." —Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) "Fans of fantasy and adventure will snap this up and eagerly await the sequel." —School
Library Journal (starred review) "Sage deftly crafts an endearing and familiar fantasy story, expertly characterizing
distinct, extreme personalities. Fantasy fans will highly anticipate the next steps in Alex’s journey in the projected
sequel of the Enchanter’s Child duology." —Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books

SAVING FINNEGAN
Bloomsbury Publishing When Holly wakes up and sees the whale on the beach she can hardly believe her eyes. Soon she
is at the forefront of an island-wide movement to save the whale. But things are not as simple as the young girl would
like and she has to deal with the ambitions of a wide group of people. Laced throughout with the important theme of
death, this is a powerful and hugely enjoyable novel by Smarties Gold Medal winning author Sally Grindley.

CAT AND MOUSE IN A HAUNTED HOUSE
Scholastic Australia I was lost in a dark, spooky forest! Until I stumbled upon Curlypaw Cannycat’s Castle. The castle was
completely empty, or so I thought. But I quickly discovered that it was haunted – by cats! Let me tell you, this was one
case where curiosity almost killed the mouse!

THE AMAZING MUSHROOM MIX-UP
REID'S READ-ALOUDS
SELECTIONS FOR CHILDREN AND TEENS
American Library Association Oﬀers a list of two hundred books targeted at children that work well when read aloud, with
summaries and recommendations based on grade level and popular topics.

SCREAM OF THE EVIL GENIE (GIVE YOURSELF GOOSEBUMPS #13)
Scholastic Inc. "Reader beware--you choose the scare! GIVE YOURSELF GOOSEBUMPS! As usual, it was a pretty long day
at school. So before you do your homework you decide to grab a soda. But when you open the can, out pops a genie
who oﬀers you three wishes. She seems pretty cool, so you accept. If you start out with an easy one—like wishing to be
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gorgeous—she turns you into something that everyone wants to see! But that something isn’t exactly human. If you
still think she’s cool and wish to be rich, you'll deﬁnitely ﬁnd out the hard way that money isn’t everything. Will you
get back to normal before you're ""all wished up""? The choice is yours in this scary GOOSEBUMPS adventure that's
packed with over 20 super-spooky endings!"

THE REVOLTING WEDDING
Bloomsbury Pub Limited Katie accidently tumbles into a wedding cake just hours before her sister's ceremony, and she
attempts to cover up her deed and ﬁnd a solution to the ruined cake before time runs out.

INTO THE PIT (FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDY'S: FAZBEAR FRIGHTS #1)
Five Nights at Freddy's Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding collection of three novellalength tales that will keep even the bravest player up at night . . . What do you wish for most? It's a question that
Oswald, Sarah, and Millie think they know the answer to. Oswald wishes his summer wasn't so boring, Sarah wishes to
be beautiful, and Millie wishes she could just disappear from the face of the earth. But in the twisted world of Five
Nights at Freddy's, their hearts' deepest desires have an unexpected cost. In this volume, horror master Scott Cawthon
spins three sinister novella-length stories from diﬀerent corners of his series' canon. Each story comes complete with
accompanying artwork from fan-favorite game artist LadyFiszi, who brings the horror to life in startling new ways.
Readers beware: This collection of terrifying tales is enough to unsettle even the most hardened Five Nights at
Freddy's fans.
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